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Abstract 
Educational games ought to be support instruments 
providing elements that contribute to reinforcing pre-
viously learned school subjects. This paper discusses 
the use of educational games when teaching deaf 
children, and the importance of visual resources, such 
as images and videos, at building their knowledge. 
It also presents Conceitos, a game oriented to deaf 
children in their literacy development that aids the 
learning of everyday concepts both in Sign Language 
and written Portuguese, by means of interactions with 
tridimensional objects.

Keywords: educational games, objects for lear-
ning, teaching of deaf children / educational games, 
deafness.

Resumen
Los juegos educativos deben ser instrumentos de apoyo 
que proporcionan elementos que contribuyen a refor-
zar las materias escolares aprendidas previamente. Este 
documento analiza el uso de juegos educativos en la 
enseñanza de niños sordos y la importancia de recursos 
visuales, como imágenes y videos en la construcción 
de su conocimiento. Tambien se presenta conceitos, un 
juego orientado a los niños sordos, en su desarrollo de la 
lectura que ayuda a el aprendizaje de los conceptos coti-
dianos, tanto en el lenguaje de señas y escrito portugués 
por medio de interacciones con objetos tridimensionales.

Palabras clave: Juegos educativos, objetos de apren-
dizaje, la enseñanza de los niños sordos / juegos 
educativos, sordera.
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1. INTRODUCCIÓN

Everyone has the right to take part in an environment 
that makes way for appropriate cultural and social 
development and, most importantly, for quality edu-
cation. When it comes to the deaf, where learning is 
almost exclusively founded on an image-composed 
system, interaction with classroom peers is limited 
by communication obstacles, which can affect their 
process of knowledge appropriation, not to mention 
the inherent differences between hearing and deaf 
cultures. 
It gets more challenging in the classroom envi-
ronment, for information exchange from the deaf 
student to other school members, and vice versa, 
is constrained due to a barrier imposed on by the 
differences between spatial-visual (deaf) and oral 
(hearing) language, which can further narrow their 
academic performance. Differences found between 
these languages differ in structure, but both converge 
on the greater objective, which is communication. 
The Portuguese Language is an oral-auditory lan-
guage linearly founded on sounds, containing con-
textualized anaphoric references, besides plenty of 
gender specific words. Its smallest units are pho-
nemes, and communication happens by means of 
sound production emitted through the mouth, which 
are captured by ears, and writing is alphabetical. And 
the Brazilian Sign Language – Libras – according to 
[1], is a visual-spatial language whose characteris-
tics are tuned to the visual experiences of the very 
deaf community. It is not linear, for it may combine 
facial expressions with hand movements. It may use 
anaphoric references by establishing spots in space, 
and it is not gender specific. Its tiniest units are hand 
configurations, and communication happens through 
the display of hand signs, body movements, use of 
space and facial expressions – all coming in through 
visual medium. It is worthy of mention that, as well 
as oral-auditory languages, which are not universal, 
sign languages are also distinct throughout countries.
As for grammatical structures, the Portuguese Lan-
guage is quite rigorous concerning sentence buil-
ding, having a logical sequence that follows orality, 

where as the Brazilian Sign Language, which is en-
tirely disconnected from the oral language, has its 
own grammar and rules, and that shows the way 
the deaf process their thoughts.
As stated by [2], languages end up exerting an enor-
mous influence on the relationships individuals 
establish within society, for if a given group of in-
dividuals share the same language, that language 
has the power to bring people closer and to dimi-
nish differences. However, should the language not 
be the same, relationships are jeopardized due to 
existing communication difficulties. 
Problems incurred by the use of languages become 
even more evident when a deaf person is a child in 
their literacy phase, who may not yet be well ac-
quainted with the Brazilian Sign Language, a case in 
which information ought to be presented in a clear, 
objective way so as to avoid interpretation mistakes 
on the kids’ side.
In consonance with [3], it must be acknowledged 
that the alphabetical writing of the Portuguese Lan-
guage in Brazil is not suitable for representing the 
signification of concepts from the Brazilian Sign 
Language – a visual-spatial language. And, as oppo-
sed to BSL, the Portuguese Language (oral) is not 
natural to deaf children, and that is a great setback 
in their education.
During their literacy process, deaf children will learn 
written Portuguese and, at the end of such process, 
they will be able to read and write texts in Portugue-
se. In practice, however, mastering the Portuguese 
Language is no trivial a task for deaf individuals, 
for it can take years, chiefly due to the grammatical 
differences between Portuguese and BSL. In fact, 
an exceedingly contradictory fact is that students 
have not often mastered their mother language yet, 
which in this case is BSL, but they have to learn 
both languages at the same time, regardless of their 
many differences.
Such an evident mismatch between BSL and Por-
tuguese, as well as the attempts at teaching them 
one same way, bring about the so-called “signali-
zed Portuguese” or simultaneous communication 
– SIMCOM. Such phenomenon, which is similar to 
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the transliteration of languages, is quite discredited 
by the deaf community and researchers, as well as 
by foreign authors [4], [5], [6]. Trying to utilize the 
structure of the Portuguese Language in a way as to 
express it in sign language belittles the very struc-
ture of BSL, besides also dismantling Portuguese. It 
thus enables for a persisting discrepancy between 
students’ reading and writing skills [7].
The described perspective compels us to investigate 
alternatives that may substantially contribute to an 
effective teaching of BSL, which, when well rooted, 
might be used for teaching a second language – Por-
tuguese, in this case.
A first approach to be used to enhance the learning 
performances of deaf children and, furthermore, 
to do away with the need of written Portuguese, is 
the use of devices or image-based technologies, 
which, if associated with BSL, may contribute to 
their understanding different world views and infor-
mation in general. However, as seen in [8], teaching 
through image is not only a source of information 
for the deaf, but it also ought to be founded on 
knowledge and experiences the deaf student has 
entertained, for image-based teaching will only 
make sense if the concepts displayed in images 
have been previously understood and memorized 
by the individual. 
In keeping with [9], teaching through image is a 
complex process, but generally, when conducted the 
proper way, it prompts meaningful learning, that is, 
students being able to integrate new knowledge onto 
their previous knowledge, due to an imbalance and 
conflicts provoked by a new piece of information, 
which can lead to conceptual changes.
Then, computer games with an educational approach 
stand out as a learning object for deaf children, 
for most of them emphasize the use of image and 
animation while interacting and teaching, besides 
displaying information in an attractive, agreeable 
way. That is why the number of tool-development 
initiatives has been increasing, the result of which 
is a greater availability of such games.
According to [10], games facilitate the relationship 
kids entertain with objects and with themselves. Kids 

evolve from circumstantially playing on their own 
to circumstantially playing with others. [11] reports 
that playing is necessary for children, for it propels 
them into a new attitude toward reality. It should 
be remembered that children integrate actions in 
an imaginative context where decision-making for 
real life is grounded.
This paper aims at discussing the use of educational 
games as learning objects when teaching elemen-
tary school deaf children, as well as at presenting 
a new game, called Conceitos, which may aid the 
construction of world views by means of interac-
tion with virtual environments and tridimensional 
objects, where kids have written Portuguese and BSL 
as metacommunication resources displayed on the 
game’s interface.
This document is organized as follows: Section 2 
discusses the role of educational games in deaf chil-
dren education and how important visual aids are 
when teaching kids through educational games. 
Then, Section 3 presents the Conceitos game, which 
is still in development, targeted at literacy-stage 
deaf children. The game is still to be investigated in 
its capacity to promote BSL and written Portuguese 
acquisition. At last, Section 4 brings conclusions 
and research perspectives.

2. EDUCATIONAL GAMES FOR DEAF CHIL- 
DREN

As opposed to commercial systems, games exhibit a 
more artistic character, with basic requisites ranging 
from being intuitive and clear to attractive and fun. 
It is seen not as an application or a conventional 
system, but as a computational resource whose pur-
pose is to amuse and entertain players. 
Just like any computational system, an educational 
game must solve the user’s difficulties and limitations 
by providing resources that can facilitate their inte-
raction. Target audience characteristics must be taken 
into account so that the game looks attractive and 
acceptable to the final user, as mentioned by [12].
In accordance with [13], by means of educational 
games players may advance:
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• Cognition, personality and intelligence deve-
lopment—all are central to the construction of 
knowledge;

• Affection, sensibility and esteem development, 
deepening friendship and affection ties;

• Socialization, emulation of togetherness;
• Motivation, curiosity, challenges and 

mobilization;
• Creativity.

Due to the enormous amount of visual resources 
employed in educational games to provide attracti-
veness and interaction qualities, such games end up 
becoming interesting educational tools which may 
contribute to the processes deaf individuals under-
go. From a very early age, they have grown used 
to interpreting the messages from the environment 
they are in through images and gestures.
Regardless of the goal which a game is developed 
for, it should take the player’s skills into account, 
since they are entirely rooted on interaction and 
communication with the user. Quality of interaction 
between game and gamer is central to the learning 
process, and it also directly influences the user’s 
decision-making in game-imposed situations. Edu-
cational games should not only be intuitive in re-
gards to gameplay, but also offer high quality graphic 
interfaces which can be easily understood by the 
gamer, therefore enhancing its gameplay.
When a game is education-oriented, communica-
tion or messaging between system and user should 
be taken as a prime child development contributing 

factor. Starting from the user’s characteristics, games 
should suggest resources and ways that maximize 
information reception. At the same time, it is crucial 
to keep students amused while the teaching happens, 
that is, games should provide means to make the 
gamer feel part of the virtual world, always in search 
for more information and challenges.
According to [10], games with unchanging rules 
coach children into controlling their impulses, for the 
biggest pleasure is in fact to finish the game (some-
times winning). That is an important developmental 
stage, because the child lays instinctive actions aside 
to cater to their own momentary needs, besides get-
ting to learn how to wait, so they can at last achieve 
their final objective based on social rules.
Therefore, due to the strong use of image and ani-
mation in the interaction between games and chil-
dren, we assert games can promote the cognitive 
development of deaf children (players) by having 
them fulfill game-required objectives, as is the case 
with Multi-trilhas [14] and Libras Brincando e Apren-
dendo [15].
According to [14], Multi-Trilhas aims at aiding deaf 
children at the early stage of written Portuguese 
acquisition as a second language, by means of a 
multidisciplinary approach focused on design and 
grounded on a bilingual approach to deaf educa-
tion. Figure 1 shows Multi-Trilhas’ home-screen, 
where players are supposed to type in a name and 
choose an avatar which will follow the player throu-
ghout the whole interaction. As Figure 1b demons-
trates, the game contains educational activities 

Figure 1: Multi-Trilhas Interface. (a) Home-screen and avatar preference. (b) Connect-the-dots. 

Source: Own elaboration.

(a) (b)
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targeted at teaching written Portuguese, such as a 
connect-the-dots task, where the user is supposed 
to link a sequence of dots till a picture is formed. 
Then the word in Portuguese which corresponds 
to the formed picture is presented, as well as a 
representation of that word in sign language re-
corded by a female interpreter. That is an essential 
resource for communication between the system 
and the deaf child.
In consonance with [15], the Libras Brincando e 
Aprendendo software seeks to point out to a num-
ber of concepts connected to several school sub-
jects and their teaching and learning, such as Math, 
Science, Geography and Portuguese, and it featu-
res many categories that can contain one or more 
sceneries approaching different activities about the 
chosen subject. Categories are displayed as selec-
table classes that aim at explaining the meaning 
and concept of images. Figure 2a shows the game’s 
home-screen, where the user is able to choose from 
one of the several activities to start a match. Acti-
vities’ objectives are shown in written Portuguese, 
and visual resources such as Sign Language videos 
are only employed in specific situations in a way 
as to help the player fulfill required challenges. 
Figure 2b depicts a situation where an activity ag-
gregates a video resource. The student is supposed 
to name the human bones, where each bone fill-in 
gap loads a Sign Language video to help students 
find out its name.

Educational games applied to deaf children educatio-
nal processes must respect the users’ needs, that is, 
they should correspond to the gamers’ educational 
levels and life experiences. Both of the aforemen-
tioned games provide learning eye-catching visual 
resources that stimulate learning, which may further 
contribute to information acquisition.
In a general sense, Multi-Trilhas and Libras brincando 
e aprendendo are great tools for teachers looking 
for a software that could help them teach Portguese 
and BSL to deaf children. Moreover, they foster the 
development of logical reasoning and the unders-
tanding of objects and daily situations. Nevertheless, 
both games require some adaptation so that user 
interaction is improved, because at several moments 
neither of them make it really clear what the next 
task would be, which greatly hampers achieving 
required challenges, which then leads users to make 
mistakes, as pointed out by [16].
The next section illustrates Conceitos – a game spe-
cifically created for teaching deaf children. It was 
planned from the outset to take this specific user’s 
profile into account.

3. CONCEITOS

Conceitos is an educational game that can be used 
as a learning object for teaching deaf children, for 
it provides useful resources for the teaching of both 

Figure 2. Libras Brincando e Aprendendo game. (a) Home screen, where student picks an activity. (b) Bone-naming activity with 

aiding video resource.

Source: Own elaboration.
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Portuguese and Brazilian Sign Language, as well as 
contributing to the memorization of daily subjects.
It is designed for 5-to-12-year-old deaf children and 
was envisioned by suggestions teachers gave at a 
Teacher Development Course from an Office of Deaf 
Access in Cascavel (PR), Brazil. It all started from the 
premises that deaf children respond very positively 
to image-based resources, and that such resources 
significantly contribute to the development of stu-
dents at that age group. And not only are children 
undergoing literacy at this point, but also starting 
to show much difficulty at information assimilation 
due to differences and disparity between the rules 
of Portuguese and Brazilian Sign Language.
Assimilation of concepts – be they abstract or rela-
ted to physical objects around students – becomes 
a major problem since, due to the lack of auditory 
information, students are unable to associate the 
meaning of objects to images or words that repre-
sent them adequately.
Before finally exploring aspects related to the game, 
we should understand the following: what a concept 
is, the difference between spontaneous and scientific 
concepts and their appropriation process, and how 
concept development takes place with deaf children.
As [17] states,

[…] “a concept is more than the sum of certain as-
sociative bonds formed by memory, more than a 
mere mental habit; it is a complex and genuine act 
of thought that cannot be taught by drilling, but can 
be accomplished only when the child's mental de-
velopment itself has reached the requisite level. At 
any age, a concept embodied in a word represents 
an act of generalization. But word meanings evolve. 
When a new word has been learned by the child, its 
development is barely starting; the word at first is a 
generalization of the most primitive type; as the child's 
intellect develops, it is replaced by generalizations of 
a higher and higher type – a process that leads in the 
end to the formation of true concepts” [17].

[18] makes it clear that a concept is no simple a 
thing and its comprehension does not happen only 

at teaching what it is. Such appropriation requires 
a longer way to occur, one that endures other un-
derstandings before finally getting to the level of 
concept.

“We believe that the two processes – the development 
of spontaneous and of nonspontaneous concepts – are 
related and constantly influence each other. They are 
parts of a single process: the development of concept 
formation, which is affected by varying external and 
internal conditions but is essentially a unitary process, 
not a conflict of antagonistic, mutually exclusive forms 
of thinking. Instruction is one of the principal sources 
of the schoolchild's concepts and is also a powerful 
force in directing their evolution; it determines the 
fate of his total mental development” [18].

In line with [18], concepts evolve within children’s 
minds by means of an adult’s mediation, and it be-
gins before they are even schoolchildren. It takes 
place when kids inquire of adults, and they reply, or 
even when children listen to spoken stories. These, 
among several other situations, contribute to the 
appropriation of spontaneous concepts.
[10] states the following:

“Conceptual thoughts are not an inborn trait. Quite 
the opposite – children need to undergo a long pro-
cess in order to reach that kind of thought. In this 
process, the adults’ language plays a fundamental 
role. Children do not create concepts on their own. 
They learn, through social interactions, their commu-
nities’ concepts, and begin to use them as being their 
own, thus making up a way of thinking, behaving and 
comprehending the world which is characteristic of 
their own community” [10].

As for scientific concepts, [19] claims that “[…] the 
very development of scientific concepts becomes 
available to the child when he or she has reached 
a certain level of spontaneous concepts”. By groun-
ding himself in this premise, the author also raises 
a question on the transformation of spontaneous 
concepts into scientific ones:
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“But I do think one of the central questions to educa-
tional instruction consists precisely of studying such 
transformations, because all scientific concept must 
be based on a series of spontaneous concepts that 
sprout their way to school and then become scientific. 
In general terms, we can say that spontaneous con-
cepts turn into a new part of their own development. 
The child becomes aware of it, it modifies its own 
structure, that is, it undergoes a greater generalization 
in a functional sense, and reveals the possibility of 
operations, of signs that characterize the activity of 
scientific concept” [19].

When it comes to generalization, [10] defends that:

“The rise of generalized concepts – such as furniture, 
clothing and dwelling – is indeed a great evolution 
in child development. This is where kids create ver-
tical relations between paradigmatic concepts. The 
understanding that concepts build a system and are 
hierarchically organized is greatly important. It is this 
type of organization that frees man from the concrete 
and enables for the building of abstract ideas such as 
time, unattained spaces and logical reasoning. It is 
vertical relations of concepts plus languages’ syntaxes 
that enable the development of new concepts, while 
the concrete may possibly be disconnected” [10].

When working with deaf children, it is advisable to 
start from a concrete concept, so that they are able 
to visualize and assimilate the lesson. However, 
many professionals – or even other adults that take 
part in concept mediation – restrict themselves to 
subjects that can be dealt with concretely, preven-
ting the child from developing and acquiring more 
abstract concepts.
Still in accordance with [10]:

“So the deaf child, in many occasions, restricts him/
herself to smaller degrees of generalization, to con-
crete words, showing difficulty to grasp generalized 
concepts and hardly realizing the existing relation be-
tween hierarchically linked words, such as living being 
plants  flower  daisy. Then, the child sometimes 

considers these concepts as equivalent in terms of 
scope and usually does not know or cannot correctly 
use wider and more abstract words like living beings 
and plants. Most of the concepts we use are formally 
learned at school” [10]

It is then incumbent upon us to highlight the im-
portance of teachers in this process, for they are 
knowledge facilitators who should seek for ways to 
enable the appropriation of scientific concepts. It is 
essential to aid deaf children in understanding daily 
concepts, by exploring several ways to contribute, 
so that they can proceed from them to scientific 
concepts. In this process, it is important to evaluate 
language functions. As stated by [20]:

“All basic thinking functions lie within concept for-
mation and, since the most primitive of stages, the 
child’s mental development occurs by the constant 
influence of their communication with adults. […] 
At first, language is a means of communication be-
tween child and adult, but it gradually turns into a 
psychological activity that organizes standards in 
their minds” [20].

By means of the Brazilian Sign Language, the deaf 
child interacts with people and understands circum-
stances around him/her. Teachers should come up 
with activities that help them visualize the lessons’ 
subjects, and always give orientation. 
The deaf child, at the beginning of language appro-
priation, searches for more generic signs. For instan-
ce: the sign for eating for fruits. The kid is actually 
using the sign for eating to refer to fruit, and genera-
lization took place because he/she still has not un-
derstood that there is a conceptual system of which 
fruit is but a part. In such case, the concepts of food, 
fruit and eating should be taught, by using images, 
videos and games and by arranging situations whe-
re he/she can demonstrate what they learned. The 
child is supposed to establish relations between 
their visual experiences and their language. This first 
experience shows us the kids have not yet gotten 
ahold of scientific concepts.
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At a second moment, it is time for the word, which, 
as a sign, will represent the appropriations kids have 
undergone. As [20] states, grounded on [17]:

“Word has a fundamental role at the process of sha-
ping new concepts, because by using words kids 
deliberately drive their attention to such and such 
attributes. By helping themselves with words, kids 
synthesize and symbolize abstract concepts and use 
them in the shape of a sign. Words are signs that can 
be used in many ways and they can work as a means 
for several thinking operations [20].

[20] even adopts the expression “true concepts” 
to refer to scientific concepts. As for words in the 
shaping of such concepts, the author points out that 
kids deal with more elaborate functions in order to 
come up with concepts and their representation.
When it comes to the appropriation of spontaneous 
and scientific concepts, [10] highlights that “Both 
types of concept started to compose an only sys-
tem. As opposed to being exclusive, the presence 
of one propels the development of the next”. We 
can thus assert that scientific concepts are conveyed 
in a more elaborate, somewhat systematized way, 
whereas spontaneous concepts begin with concrete, 
lived experiences. To sum it up, [10] explains that 
“the matter of scientific and spontaneous concept 
acquisition is inserted in a greater context, which is 
the relationship between evolution and learning.”
This whole context we have outlined then led to 
a suggestion we received of developing a desktop 
educational game that would help deaf children to 
learn by assimilating concepts through tridimen-
sional images and images, and their sign language 
counterpart, as well as by representing it in written 
Portuguese. The game is split in two main parts—
user registration (2D) and game environments (3D).
One of the requisites posed by the Office of Deaf 
Affairs is the use of functions that facilitate commu-
nication via BSL. Thereby, game-user interaction is 
ruled by a series of animations and videos that show 
game information in BSL. Each screen of the 2D part 
contains a BSL video to explain the meanings of 

screen elements and to help the player understand 
what she/he should do throughout the game.
The 3D part joins all environments and objects used 
during the game, with different difficulty levels. 
Each environment, or setting, is composed of a se-
ries of objects (tridimensional models) developed 
in Blender [21]. Game logics is implemented by 
means of the Java programming language used by 
engine jMonkey [22], which enables such features 
as player movement, user entry treatment, scoring 
control, among others.
Registering takes place when the player logs in for the 
first time, where they create an account by informing 
real name, user name and gender. No more than that 
is asked at registration because excess of informa-
tion can confuse the deaf user, thus hampering their 
interaction with the game. Each account still has a 
variable related to game status, which tells of the 
progress already attained. The more environments 
students have achieved, the bigger their status is. 
Registration screen is depicted in Figure 3, where the 
student can create a new account or load an existing 
game by simply typing their login information.

Figure 3. Home screen: student can start a new game or load 

an existing one.

Source: Own elaboration.

All components of the 2D interfaces, such as but-
tons or text panels, cause mouse-over video events 
where students can visualize the translation of me-
anings into BSL, which is the case when typing in 
your personal information at account registration.
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Every time the student runs the mouse over screen 
components, a BSL video expresses exactly what 
they should do there, or else, as is the case with 
buttons, a video translates the meaning from written 
Portuguese into sign language.
To get done with registration, students must create 
their own character according to their individual 
preferences, which is used for tridimensional en-
vironment interaction. Each character is linked to 
an account and has a user-chosen name, besides a 
gender which corresponds to the user’s own gender. 
The character is represented throughout the game 
by an image the child him- or herself customized.
Character is constituted by image categories (items) 
where face, hair and clothing can be chosen (Figure 
4). Each composition element can take a different 
model and color. For instance, hair could be curly 
black or straight blonde. Students can also alter eye 
and skin color.
All parts of the character’s body can be color-edited. 
After choosing the model and color of any given 
item, a new character image is rendered according 
to the child’s needs. The creation board interface also 
provides a help panel that presents all customizable 
character features in Sign Language.

Figure 4: Building a male character.

Source: Own elaboration. 

All parts of the character’s body can be color-edited. 
After choosing the model and color of any given 

item, a new character image is rendered according 
to the child’s needs. The creation board interface also 
provides a help panel that presents all customizable 
character features in Sign Language.
Creating characters aims at entertaining users with 
several available accessories and colors, besides 
reinforcing concepts such as colors, clothing items 
and parts of the human body, as is the case with 
choosing skin tone, where the user cannot choose 
blue as skin color, for that color is not part of avai-
lable color skin tones, since it does not make sense 
that a person has blue skin – the game’s objective 
is to express real, daily things.
After registering or logging in, the child will be able 
to access the game, choosing an environment and 
beginning a match. Each environment contains the 
player’s performance status. The status of environ-
ments is directly linked to the number of objects the 
user has found. This means that if a player has found 
all of an environment’s objects, he or she will get the 
“Accomplished” status, which shows a thumbs-up 
and a 100% scale, as in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Game’s environment setting.

Source: Own elaboration. 

Each environment brings a different degree of di-
fficulty, which refers to the number of objects that 
must be collected from the total number of objects 
scattered around that environment, that is, the bigger 
the amount of required objects out of all available 
objects within, the harder that environment is. The 
user may choose several environments respecting 
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an established order according to which they can 
only progress to the next level if the previous one 
has been accomplished.
The environment choice screen displays such infor-
mation as percentage of accomplishment, ranging 
from 0 to 100, environment name and either one 
of three level statuses: accomplished (a thumbs-up 
is shown and percentage rates at 100), incomplete 
(percentage anywhere between 0 and 99) or bloc-
ked (which is illustrated by a lock). The image that 
represents an available environment is the envi-
ronment itself as seen from the outside. Since the 
game takes place inside the selected environment, 
the user might get the impression of having entered 
the place. Every bit of information shown to the user 
when choosing an environment can be viewed in 
BSL videos on a side panel.
Interaction with environments and tridimensional 
objects, along with user-software interaction, is ca-
rried by means of a character. Such character asks 
the player to find an object by means of written text 
or images (a recent update only contains written 
commands), and it falls on the player to interpret 
the command to search for the object.
At each new collected object, scores increase and 
the number of objects in the object list decreases, 
until the objective is accomplished and the player 

can ascend to another, harder level, unblocking it. 
Student’s score remains visible throughout the entire 
game, as depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Screenshot of game interface in a classroom 

environment.

Source: Own elaboration

Two environments were designed for the current 
version of Conceitos, both available for users during 
the interaction. However, since each environment 
has a previously defined degree of difficulty, players 
must accomplish the first environment (a playground) 
and only then can they advance to the second one 

Figure 7. Available sceneries for Conceitos: (a) A playground; (b) A classroom

Source: Own elaboration
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(a classroom). As stated before, an environment’s 
difficulty is linked to the number of required objects, 
which can be visualized in Figures 7a and 7b, where 
players interact with fewer objects on the playground 
than they do in the classroom.
Since an environment may contain several objects, 
kids may end up getting lost before finding the right 
object. Thus, at each selected object, the charac-
ter warns the student as of the attempt’s success or 
failure by means of a pop-up message. In case the 
wrong object has been collected, another warning 
message is shown and the object itself turns red 
as to avoid its being collected again, as Figure 8b 
illustrates. Original color is only recovered when 
the student selects another object. Shall the right 
object be captured, it goes green, which points out 
to a successful choice, and score is increased one 
point, as Figure 8a shows.
Besides interacting with the game’s main environ-
ments, players can revisit learned concepts by means 
of an editing mode, where they can handle a few 
objects seen in accomplished sceneries. Such mode 
has coins that can be used to purchase objects when 
a scenery has been accomplished. Players are then 
able to buy objects and place them wherever they 
want in an empty place, which represents an alre-
ady-achieved environment. By doing so, we expect 
these objects to be memorized as belonging to a 
specific place, which teaches the concepts of co-
herence and memorization.

When players enter the editing mode, objects are 
not in the corresponding environment. Their task is 
to take objects there, by selecting each object and 
placing it in the room. They must select objects 
from an object list, and the child is expected to 
insert objects that match the current environment. 
Editable sceneries are only released when the player 
has already completed the corresponding scenery.
When launching the object editing mode, the ga-
mer’s observation point stands outside the environ-
ment, which facilitates visualizing the entire scenery. 
Users can zoom into observation points shall they 
want to visualize something with more detail. Fi-
lling the editable sceneries happens by means of 
the following steps:

• Choosing the place where you wish to place 
the object;

• Choosing the object to be placed;
• Selecting object color and texture;
• Rotating the object however you desire (optional);

In the editing mode, player begins with the amount 
of coins gained back in the last scenery. At first, they 
must choose a place where to insert the object. Right 
after that, they notice a red arrow pointing at the 
place. At choosing an object from the list, the object 
choice screen is automatically replaced by the color 
and texture screen. When color and texture have 
been chosen, a rendition will be shown in the spot 

Figure 8. Decision reasoning: in (a) player chose the right object; in (b) wrong object has been chosen.

Source: Own elaboration.
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the arrow is pointing at. Players may spin the object 
in order to better place it in the scenery. When an 
object is inserted, its value is automatically deducted 
from the gamer’s savings (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Object positioning and selection in the editing mode.

Source: Own elaboration.

Another feature the editing mode brings is the 
possibility to see an object without the scenery’s 
interference. To do so, the player must select a 
desired object and click on the “See” button to 
watch it more closely, as demonstrated in Figure 
10a. Should the gamer not have enough points 
to buy an object, a warning pops up regarding 
the lack of coins, as in Figure 10b. On the other 
hand, players can sell already purchased objects 
and get the proportionate amount of money in 
exchange.
In literacy, use of games is extremely relevant 
both for listeners and the deaf, falling on tea-
chers the task to select and use them with clear 
instructional objectives. In this sense, Conceitos 
can significantly contribute to teaching deaf chil-
dren, since it was inspired by real educational 
experiences where deaf and listening teachers 
perceived the need of a new instrument to help 
them teach scientific concepts. And that should 
consider reality, recreation and science in regards 
to the language user, making way for interaction 
and evolution of thinking.
Literacy becomes attractive when it brings kids 
recreational ways of building knowledge and of 
comprehending the world, connecting them to 
meaningful instruction while entertaining them.

Figure 10. Edition. (a) Visualizing the object more closely; (b) lack of enough coins for purchase.

Source: Own elaboration.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Computer games can contribute quite positively to 
deaf children education, for most of them emphasize 
the use of image and animation to foster interaction, 
and given that the deaf use an image-based system to 
communicate with the world, games end up getting 
much closer to their everyday life, besides contri-
buting to an improved assimilation of the lessons.
However, it is central that the game is used as a re-
source of educational support to the lessons, for all 
that many instructional and recreational elements 
in the game are pointless if they are not used with 
an accompanying teaching methodology, or yet, if 
there are no available teachers to help the kids when 
they are in doubt.
This paper discussed and presented the ideas around 
an educational game targeted at deaf children, the 
Conceitos game, which stimulates users to search 
for several objects a character they customize asks 
them to. The goal of each search is to help students 
assimilate the object’s concept by associating it with 
its image and its meaning, both in Portuguese and 
in Brazilian Sign Language. Interaction throughout 
the game has plenty of visual information sources, 
such as texts, images and video clips to facilitate 
information exchange between users and the game. 
To sum it up, when launching the game users must 
log in or create a new account, then choose an en-
vironment (this is all carried in 2D) and when an 
environment has been loaded, users can interact 
with the tridimensional objects mentioned in the 
3D part.
Conceitos is still in development. We expect a more 
complete and richer version, and more objects, at 
the end of the project. Future works in this project 
should include BSL videos in the 3D environments 
as well as new modes that teach, for instance, the 
idea that materials, such as wood and plastic, do 
not intrinsically change the object—it will be a chair 
still, be it wooden or plastic. Usability tests should 
be carried out to identify and correct possible inte-
raction problems. Such tests are also used to assess 
the game’s contribution to the players’ learning.
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